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Lecture 1: https://youtu.be/eO6BxVDEOhQ

https://youtu.be/eO6BxVDEOhQ














WHAT DO YOU MEAN?!?



Definitions

Means and averages

• Given x and y, the average or mean is the number in between

• ArithmeticMean(x,y) = (x + y) / 2.

• There is more than one mean that can be defined!

• What properties should a mean have? Assume 0 < x ≤ y.



Desired Properties

We want:

• x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y. Should be “in between”

• mean(x,x) = x.

Does ArithmeticMean(x,y) = (x+y)/2 satisfy these properties?



Desired Properties

We want:

1. x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y. Should be “in between”

2. mean(x,x) = x.

Does ArithmeticMean(x,y) = (x+y)/2 satisfy these properties?

Proof of (1): Since 0 < x ≤ y, we have x + x ≤ x + y ≤ y + y.

So we know 2x ≤ x + y ≤ 2y. Divide everything by 2 and we get

x ≤ (x+y)/2 ≤ y or x ≤ ArithmeticMean(x,y) ≤ y.

We proved the first result!



Desired Properties

We want:

1. x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y. Should be “in between”

2. mean(x,x) = x.

Does ArithmeticMean(x,y) = (x+y)/2 satisfy these properties?

Proof of (2):Does ArithmeticMean(x,x) equal x?

Yes! ArithmeticMean(x,x) = (x+x)/2 = 2x / 2 = x.

So the ArithmeticMean(x,y) = (x+y)/2 satisfies our two properties.

We write AM(x,y) = ArithmeticMean(x,y) = (x+y)/2 to save space.



Question

Is there another choice of mean that satisfies the two properties we 
wish?

We want:

1. x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y. Should be “in between”

2. mean(x,x) = x.

Thoughts?



Question

Is there another choice of mean that satisfies the two properties we wish?

We want:

1. x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y. Should be “in between”

2. mean(x,x) = x.

Try mean(x,y) = Sqrt(x y).

• Check: Sqrt(2 * 8) = Sqrt(16) = 4 and that IS between 2 and 8.

• Check: Sqrt(1 * 100) = Sqrt(100) = 10 and that is between 1 and 100.

So maybe this is another choice of mean. Maybe it also satisfies the two properties….



Question
Try mean(x,y) = Sqrt(x,y). Must show

1. x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y. Should be “in between”

2. mean(x,x) = x.

First property: Show if 0 < x ≤ y then x ≤ Sqrt(x y) ≤ y.

We know x ≤ y so x x ≤ x y ≤ y y

But x2 ≤ x y ≤ y2. Now take the square-root!

Sqrt(x2) = x and Sqrt(y2) = y, so get x ≤ Sqrt(x y) ≤ y, as claimed!



Question
Try mean(x,y) = Sqrt(x,y). Must show

1. x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y. Should be “in between”

2. mean(x,x) = x.

Second is easier!

We have Sqrt(x x) = Sqrt(x2) = x. We are done!

We call this the GEOMETRIC MEAN. We write GM(x,y) = Sqrt(x y)



Two Means
So we have two choices of mean:

• AM(x, y) = (x + y) / 2

• GM(x, y) = Sqrt(x y)

BOTH have two good properties:

• For 0 < x ≤ y both satisfy x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y and mean(x,x) = x.

More used to the first.

Try x = 2 and y = 8:

• Get AM(2,8) = (2 + 8) / 2 = 10 / 2 = 5

• Get GM(2,8) = Sqrt(2 * 8) = Sqrt(16) = 4



Two Means
So we have two choices of mean:

• AM(x, y) = (x + y) / 2

• GM(x, y) = Sqrt(x y)

BOTH have two good properties:

• For 0 < x ≤ y both satisfy x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y and mean(x,x) = x.

More used to the first.

Try x = 3 and y = 12

• Then AM(3, 12) = 15/2 = 7.5

• And GM(3,12) = Sqrt(36) = 6.



Two Means
So we have two choices of mean:

• AM(x, y) = (x + y) / 2

• GM(x, y) = Sqrt(x y)

BOTH have two good properties:

• For 0 < x ≤ y both satisfy x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y and mean(x,x) = x.

Try x = 1 and y is VERY large….

• Then AM(1,y) = (1 + y)/2 which is APPROXIMATELY y/2

• But GM(1,y) = Sqrt(y) which is MUCH smaller if y is large.

• Note if y is small we would say (1 + y)/2 is approximately .5

CONJECTURE: GM(x,y) ??? AM(x,y)



Two Means
So we have two choices of mean:

• AM(x, y) = (x + y) / 2

• GM(x, y) = Sqrt(x y)

BOTH have two good properties:

• For 0 < x ≤ y both satisfy x ≤ mean(x,y) ≤ y and mean(x,x) = x.

Try x = 1 and y is VERY large….

• Then AM(1,y) = (1 + y)/2 which is APPROXIMATELY y/2

• But GM(1,y) = Sqrt(y) which is MUCH smaller if y is large.

• Note if y is small we would say (1 + y)/2 is approximately .5

CONJECTURE: GM(x,y) ≤ AM(x,y)



CONJECTURE: GM(x,y) ≤ AM(x,y)
PROOF: Consider: 0 < x ≤ y, what is true about ( Sqrt(x) - Sqrt(y) )2 ? It must be positive…

• So 0 ≤ ( Sqrt(x) - Sqrt(y) )2.

Remember FOIL: (a - b)2 =  (a - b) (a - b) = a a - a b - b a + b b: First Outside Inside Last

• So (a-b)2 = a2 - 2 a b + b2

We are looking at ( Sqrt(x) - Sqrt(y) )2.

• 0 ≤ ( Sqrt(x) - Sqrt(y) )2 = Sqrt(x)2 - 2 Sqrt(x) Sqrt(y) + Sqrt(y)2.

• 0 ≤ x - 2 Sqrt(x y) + y

Trying to get AM(x,y) = (x+y)/2 and GM(x,y) = Sqrt(x,y)

• 2 Sqrt(x,y) ≤ x + y

• Sqrt(x,y) ≤ (x+y)/2

• GM(x,y) ≤ AM(x,y).

We proved it!



Extensions
What if we had three objects: 0 < x ≤ y ≤ z?

• AM(x,y,z) = (x+y+z) / 3

• GM(x,y,z) = (x y z)1/3.

Is there another combination?

• ((x y  +  y z  +  x z) / ??? )???

Food for thought: can you find a choice of a and b such that

• ((xy + yz + zx) / a)b is a mean, so it would satisfy

• x ≤ TripleMean(x,y,z) ≤ z and TripleMean(x,x,x) = x

If x = y = z then ((xx + xx + xx) / a)b = (3 x2 / a)b = x for ALL x.

• SO b = ??? and a = ???



Extensions
What if we had three objects: 0 < x ≤ y ≤ z?

• AM(x,y,z) = (x+y+z) / 3

• GM(x,y,z) = (x y z)1/3.

Is there another combination? YES

• ((x y  +  y z  +  x z) / 3 )1/2

If x = y = z then ((xx + xx + xx) / a)b = (3 x2 / a)b = x for ALL x.

• SO b = ½ and a = 3

SO this is our guess….

• Try x = 3 and y = 4 and z = 5

• TripleMean(3,4,5) = ( (12 + 20 + 15) / 3 )1/2 = (47/3)1/2 is approximately 3.958

• This IS a reasonable answer! It is more than 3, less than 5!



Final Thoughts
AM(x,y) = (x+y)/2   GM(x,y) = Sqrt(x y)

Test 1 Get 1 and on Test 2 get 100

• AM(1, 100) = (1 + 100)/2 = 50.5

• GM(1,100) = Sqrt(1 100) = 10

Recall

• Log(x y) = Log(x) + Log(y)

• So there is a relation between logarithms, AM and GM



1959    Topps #180      Yogi Berra Player
1964    Topps #21       Yogi Berra Manager
1991    Upper Deck #44  Michael Jordan
1999    Upper Deck #3   Wayne Gretzky
2002    Pacific #258    Tom Brady
2011    Topps #240     Tom Brady
2012    Topps #440      Tom Brady
2018    Donruss #1      Lionel Messi
2019    Score #142      Tom Brady
2021    Donruss #1      Tom Brady

Challenge: Order the cards from most expensive to least expense 
(do not search the web), order is from price I paid online, what is 
the metric for judging who does best?





Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: Lecture 02:
What is a good statistic? https://youtu.be/OSbcaW8WA-4

Plan for the day.

• Discuss how information is presented (theme of the class!).

• Discuss how one does calculations (another theme of the term!).

• Discuss good statistics. 

• Discuss presentation possibilities.

• Images from the National World War II Museum – New Orleans: 
https://www.nationalww2museum.org/

https://youtu.be/OSbcaW8WA-4
https://www.nationalww2museum.org/
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What are good statistics?

What do they measure?

Do we care about that?



From: https://www.mlb.com/glossary/standard-stats/batting-average

What is good about this? What is bad? What do we need to know to compute it? How hard is the computation?  

https://www.mlb.com/glossary/standard-stats/batting-average


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Runs_created

What questions do you have about this?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Runs_created


https://www.mlb.com/glossary/advanced-stats/wins-above-replacement Same questions: is it good? How to compute?

https://www.mlb.com/glossary/advanced-stats/wins-above-replacement


https://www.fangraphs.com/wins.aspx?date=2022-10-08&team=Blue%20Jays&dh=0&season=2022

https://www.fangraphs.com/wins.aspx?date=2022-10-08&team=Blue%20Jays&dh=0&season=2022


https://www.mlb.com/glossary/advanced-stats/win-probability-added

For a related stat in chess see: https://zwischenzug.substack.com/p/centipawns-suck

https://www.mlb.com/glossary/advanced-stats/win-probability-added
https://zwischenzug.substack.com/p/centipawns-suck


How should we determine course grades?
What are our objectives?

What questions should we ask?



HOMEWORK FOR NEXT CLASS:
Find a statistic from sports, email the class about it by 5pm on Tuesday, be prepared to talk about it and how 
you would answer our standard questions about it:

1) Does it measure what we want to?

2) How do we compute it?



Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: Lecture 03:
Comparing Statistics: https://youtu.be/IZbxq8Grgkw

Plan for the day.

• Discuss various statistics claiming to measure same item (card problem).

• Discuss statistics to study.

• Discuss presentation possibilities.

https://youtu.be/IZbxq8Grgkw


1959    Topps #180      Yogi Berra Player
1964    Topps #21       Yogi Berra Manager
1991    Upper Deck #44  Michael Jordan
1999    Upper Deck #3   Wayne Gretzky
2002    Pacific #258    Tom Brady
2011    Topps #240     Tom Brady
2012    Topps #440      Tom Brady
2018    Donruss #1      Lionel Messi
2019    Score #142      Tom Brady
2021    Donruss #1      Tom Brady

Challenge: Order the cards from most expensive to least expense 
(do not search the web), order is from price I paid online, what is 
the metric for judging who does best?



Challenge: Order the cards from most expensive to least expense 
(do not search the web), order is from price I paid online, what is 
the metric for judging who does best?

HOW SHOULD WE SCORE HOW WELL PEOPLE DO? Very different than who wins a ‘game’…



Challenge: Order the cards from most expensive to least expense 
(do not search the web), order is from price I paid online, what is 
the metric for judging who does best?

4 7 1 5 8 6 10 2 3 9

1 2 3 4 5 10 9 8 6 7

1 5 2 3 6 7 8 4 9 10

2 1 4 3 5 6 7 9 8 10

7 4 5 3 9 8 10 1 6 2

1 3 2 6 5 8 9 4 7 10

4 2 3 7 5 10 9 1 8 6

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 4 9 10



Challenge: Order the cards from most expensive to least expense 
(do not search the web), order is from price I paid online, what is 
the metric for judging who does best?



Statistics brought up from the class
• Clutch time: NBA. Records NBA metrics when the following two conditions are met:

(1) it is during the final 5 minutes of a game and
(2) the score differential is 5 or lower.

This is supposed to help see how valuable players and strategies are when there is the least
room for error.

• Expected Goals (xG) and Expected Assists (xA): Soccer. xG and xA factor in the probability
that a shot will result in a goal based on the characteristics of that shot and the events
leading up to it, considering the location of the shooter, the body part used to shoot, the
type of pass, and the type of attack. Every shot falls between an xG of 0 (definite miss) and 1
(definite goal), using a large sample size of shots with similar characteristics to determine the
probability of a goal. In this way, differing xG models often result in different xG values for
the same shot.



Statistics brought up from the class
• CORSI: Hockey. The most common CORSI statistics for teams are CORSI For (CF), CORSI

against (CA), and CORSI For % (CF %). CF measures a teams shot attempts for at even
strength (shot attempts includes all shots on goal, shot attempts that missed the net, and
shots that were blocked). CA measures a teams shot attempts against at even strength. CF %
is equal to CF / (CF + CA). CF% rel = CFon% - CFoff% is for individual players and measures
the CF% of the team when a given player is on the ice compared to when they are off the
ice. CF% rel is intended to identify impactful players, and Corsi analytics attempt to indicate
whether a team (or player) spends more time in the offensive or defensive zone.

• Putting statistics: Golf. If shoot exactly par, use putter around 2x per hole, or roughly 50% of
the time. Interested in putts per hole (total putts in the round / 18) and 1st putt length. A
lower putts per hole typically results in lower overall score. 1st putt length and putts per hole
are related: a smaller average 1st putt length results in a decreased putts per hole. Show
how well a golfer performed approaching green and on the green putting. Also consider
statistics such as the number of greens, as if golfer is chipping from just off the green would
likely result in having a shorter 1st putt length.



Statistics brought up from the class
• Hitting Statistic: Volleyball. It is calculated as the number of kills subtracted by the number

of errors. This number is then divided by the total number of hitting attempts. Of course,
there are issues here I may talk about in class. Furthermore, receiving error simply adds the
number of "shanked" passes where a second person cannot touch the volleyball. For
practice, we stat serve receive with more detail than statisticians can to get a better
understanding of how well we pass off a serve and can set up the next play.

• Time of Possession: Soccer. Time of possession is an interesting statistic for soccer;
however, it is calculated in different ways depending on the level (for higher-level games,
the number of passes completed is counted and taken as a fraction of the total passes in a
game because the time of possession and passes completed are correlated).



Statistics brought up from the class
• Strokes Gained: Golf. Measure of a player’s performance relative to the rest of the playing

field. One cool aspect of this metric is that it can been measured under a variety of
circumstances. For example, Strokes Gained: Putting and Strokes Gained: Off-the-Tee are
sub-categories of this metric. Additionally, these player statistics need not be limited to a
single tournament. We actually can evaluate an entire season’s worth of shots, comparing
player performance across the entire year. For instance, Player A might have an average
Strokes Gained: Putting of +0.5, meaning they are a better-than-average putter when
compared to the rest of the PGA tour. Conversely, we can look at individual holes in a
tournament and see which players performed best/worst over the week on that
hole. Without getting too much into the math of the calculations, the general idea behind
calculating Strokes Gained is to compare a single player’s performance to the tour (or
specific tournament average) given a certain shot. For example, if Player A has 170 yards—
from the rough—remaining to the hole, and that week, the average remaining shots needed
from that scenario is 2.5, if Player A takes only 2 shots, they gained 0.5 strokes on the field.
To evaluate Strokes Gained: Putting, you look at details regarding those 2 shots taken. Did
Player A hit the ball to 2 feet from the pin (meaning they hit a great approach shot), or did
they hit to 40 feet (and sunk a massive putt)?



Statistics brought up from the class
• Average Centipawn Loss: Chess. Objectively, no such thing as a "good" move that improves

the player's position: any move maintains an existing advantage or concedes advantage; the
ACL aims to measure how much advantage a player concedes per move, on average. Strong
players tend to have a low ACL, perfect play is a 0. Based on related metric, centipawn
advantage (CP): takes a position as an input, aims to tell who’s winning & by how much. The
centipawn loss of a move is difference in CP before and after move (i.e., amount of CP lost by
that move), and the ACL averages over all moves. Many factors determine who has a winning
position: material count, piece activity/coordination, king safety... Material count is the most
"concrete" of them, so the CP attempts to convert all forms of advantage in terms of this. A CP
evaluation of -500 might be interpreted as: "Black is up by the equivalent of 5 pawns". Doesn’t
mean Black up by 5 pawns' worth of material: a position where Black is down material but has
a devastating attack could result in such an evaluation. No explicit formula to calculate the CP
from any given position (and thus the ACL); comes from computer analysis, not necessarily
meant for human interpretation. Engines of different strengths/versions can give different
evaluations of same position, making the statistic somewhat arbitrary in absolute terms. Top
grandmasters have an ACL of around 10 to 20. Average online chess player might have an ACL
or 50-100, or even more. Beginners may have an ACL in the hundreds.



Statistics brought up from the class
• Quarterback Passing Rating: Football. Measure QB using completions, yards, TDs,

interceptions, on a per attempt basis. Takes these numbers, shifting/multiplying by
constants, and summing them before again multiplying by a constant. Widely used since
‘70s, several problems with this metric. Doesn’t incorporate external factors: weather,
pressure, and difficulty of the throws (i.e. quality of teammates and opponents). 20/22 with
300 yards, 3 TDs and no interceptions is more impressive against a top than weak defense so
examining a single passer rating does not tell the full story. Fails to incorporate the negative
effect of sacks on a team’s overall offensive performance. QB can be at fault for sacks due to
lack of mobility or indecision, so these should be included. Finally, a QB can achieve a
perfect passer rating of 158.3 without having perfect stats, as each category has a fixed
maximum and minimum number. For example, a QB with a completion percentage of 77.5%
can achieve a perfect passer rating, which seems counterintuitive because a QB with
identical stats other than a 90% completion rate should have a higher rating. New metric
designed by ESPN called Total Quarterback Rating (QBR) has gained popularity. QBR
measures how a QB impacts its team’s expected points added (EPA) on each play. Then, the
QB’s performance is adjusted to reflect opponent quality, pressure of the situation, difficulty
of the play, and other situational factors. The adjusted EPA is normalized on a 0-100 scale.



Statistics brought up from the class
• Free Throw Percentages: Basketball. Interesting based on how it can drive the hype of

specific moments. With referee calls and fouls always being a controversial aspect of
basketball, the free throws create a moment of anticipation outside of the clock that can
both get a team more points and help create valuable rewatchable content. Measuring free
throws made versus total attempted will give a better indicator of how successful their
throws were at the end of the game/season and could be used as a metric for the future.
Unlike some other stats, the basis of being less impacted by the other team can give a better
lens into player ability. However, being able to differentiate individual player FTP vs team
FTP can tell a different story about how successful the team's free throws will be, especially
if one player has a higher FTP which affects the average.



Possible Presentation Topics
Ranking College Football: https://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0310148

Modeling Baseball Games: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.07259

https://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0310148
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.07259


Possible Presentation Topics
NCAA Tourney (Mens Hoops): https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.0248

Monte Carlo Tennis: https://cpb-us-e1.wpmucdn.com/sites.usc.edu/dist/5/476/files/2020/04/JQA2009.pdf

Game Theory in Tennis: http://www.johnwooders.com/papers/NashAtWimbledon.pdf

Nash at Wimbledon: Evidence from Half a Million Serves∗
Romain Gauriot ,Lionel Page, John Wooders

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.0248
https://cpb-us-e1.wpmucdn.com/sites.usc.edu/dist/5/476/files/2020/04/JQA2009.pdf
http://www.johnwooders.com/papers/NashAtWimbledon.pdf


Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: Lecture 04:
GOAT of all GOATs: https://youtu.be/aaPCnWG0zOg
Plan for the day.

• Proving the Geometric Series Formula from a game of hoops.

• Who is the GOAT of all GOATs?

• Issues with that question.

• What can we answer?

• Paper/conference presentation possibilities….

https://youtu.be/aaPCnWG0zOg


The Geometric Series Formula

The Geometric Series Formula is one of the most important in 
mathematics. It is one of the few sums we can evaluate exactly.

If |r| < 1 then 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … = 
1

1−𝑟
.

This is often proved by first computing the finite sum, up to rn, and 
taking a limit. Note since |r| < 1 that each term rn gets small fast…..

58



The Geometric Series Converges if |r| < 1

1 + 𝑟 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3 + 𝑟4 + ⋯ = 
1

1−𝑟
.

Why does this converge? Take r = ½. We then have 1 + ½ + ¼ + …. = 
1

1 −
1

2

=

2, and we can view this as we start at 0, and each step covers half the 
distance to 2. We thus never reach it in finitely many steps, but we cover half 
the ground each time.  
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The Geometric Series Converges if |r| < 1

1 + 𝑟 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3 + 𝑟4 + ⋯ = 
1

1−𝑟
.

Why does this converge? Take r = ½. We then have 1 + ½ + ¼ + …. = 
1

1 −
1

2

=

2, and we can view this as we start at 0, and each step covers half the 
distance to 2. We thus never reach it in finitely many steps, but we cover half 
the ground each time.  
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The Geometric Series Converges if |r| < 1

1 + 𝑟 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3 + 𝑟4 + ⋯ = 
1

1−𝑟
.

Why does this converge? Take r = ½. We then have 1 + ½ + ¼ + …. = 
1

1 −
1

2

=

2, and we can view this as we start at 0, and each step covers half the 
distance to 2. We thus never reach it in finitely many steps, but we cover half 
the ground each time.  
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The Geometric Series Converges if |r| < 1

1 + 𝑟 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3 + 𝑟4 + ⋯ = 
1

1−𝑟
.

Why does this converge? Take r = ½. We then have 1 + ½ + ¼ + …. = 
1

1 −
1

2

=

2, and we can view this as we start at 0, and each step covers half the 
distance to 2. We thus never reach it in finitely many steps, but we cover half 
the ground each time.  
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The Geometric Series Formula
The Geometric Series Formula is one of the most important in mathematics. It is 
one of the few sums we can evaluate exactly.

Lemma: If |r| < 1 then 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn  = 
1 −𝑟𝑛+1

1−𝑟
.

Proof: Let Sn = 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn 

Then       r Sn =       r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn + rn+1

What should we do now?
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The Geometric Series Formula
The Geometric Series Formula is one of the most important in mathematics. It is 
one of the few sums we can evaluate exactly.

Lemma: If |r| < 1 then 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn  = 
1 −𝑟𝑛+1

1−𝑟
.

Proof: Let Sn = 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn 

Then       r Sn =       r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn + rn+1

Subtract: Sn – r Sn = 1 – rn+1, 

So (1-r) Sn = 1 – rn+1,  or Sn
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The Geometric Series Formula
The Geometric Series Formula is one of the most important in mathematics. It is one 
of the few sums we can evaluate exactly.

Lemma: If |r| < 1 then 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn  = 
1 −𝑟𝑛+1

1−𝑟
.

Proof: Let Sn = 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn 

Then       r Sn =       r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn + rn+1

Subtract: Sn – r Sn = 1 – rn+1, 

So (1-r) Sn = 1 – rn+1,  or Sn =  
1 −𝑟𝑛+1

1−𝑟
.

If we let n go to infinity, we see rn+1 goes to
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The Geometric Series Formula
The Geometric Series Formula is one of the most important in mathematics. It is one of the 
few sums we can evaluate exactly.

Lemma: If |r| < 1 then 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn  = 
1 −𝑟𝑛+1

1−𝑟
.

Proof: Let Sn = 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn 

Then       r Sn =       r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … + rn + rn+1

Subtract: Sn – r Sn = 1 – rn+1, 

So (1-r) Sn = 1 – rn+1,  or Sn =  
1 −𝑟𝑛+1

1−𝑟
.

If we let n go to infinity, we see rn+1 goes to 0, so we get the infinite sum is  
1

1−𝑟
. 
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We will prove the Geometric Series Formula just by studying this basketball game!
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Advanced Geometric Series Comments
Always carefully look at what you did, and be explicit on what you proved.

The geometric series formula is: 

If |r| < 1 then 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … = 
1

1−𝑟
.

We proved this when r = (1-p)(1-q), where p and q are the probabilities of
making a basket for Bird and Magic. What are the ranges for p and q? We have
what range of p and q?
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Advanced Geometric Series Comments
Always carefully look at what you did, and be explicit on what you proved.

The geometric series formula is: 

If |r| < 1 then 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … = 
1

1−𝑟
.

We proved this when r = (1-p)(1-q), where p and q are the probabilities of
making a basket for Bird and Magic. What are the ranges for p and q? We have
0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1 BUT we cannot have p=q=0, or the game never ends. Thus we only
proved the Geometric Series Formula for what range of r?
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Advanced Geometric Series Comments
Always carefully look at what you did, and be explicit on what you proved.

The geometric series formula is: 

If |r| < 1 then 1 + r + r2 + r3 + r4 + … = 
1

1−𝑟
.

We proved this when r = (1-p)(1-q), where p and q are the probabilities of
making a basket for Bird and Magic. What are the ranges for p and q? We have
0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1 BUT we cannot have p=q=0, or the game never ends. Thus we only
proved the Geometric Series Formula for 0 ≤ r < 1. Is there a way to deduce the
formula for |r| < 1 and r negative from what we have already done? (YES)
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BIG PICTURE SPORTS QUESTIONS...

-Who is the GOAT (Greatest Of All Time) in a 

particular sport?

-Who is GOAT of GOATs across sports?

We recognize that this is not a well posed question … but fans 
and media try to answer it.  To do so they make mathematical 
and statistical arguments that lead them to particular metrics … 
sometimes without even realizing it!



Examples abound...

- A student in the school paper at Nova Southeastern University makes the case for Tom 
Brady in football:  TomBradyGOATArgument

- Justin Quinn in USAToday says it’s Bill Russell in basketball: BillRussellGOATArgument

- And at Quora.com Mike Berard makes the case for Babe Ruth: BabeRuthGOATArgument

The Brady and Russell arguments are largely team oriented, while 

Ruth’s case is more about his individual excellence.

https://nsucurrent.nova.edu/2021/03/02/no-more-arguments-tom-brady-is-the-goat/
https://celticswire.usatoday.com/2021/02/12/nba-boston-celtics-bill-russell-greatest-of-all-time/
https://www.quora.com/Can-Babe-Ruth-really-be-considered-the-G-O-A-T-in-2019


OUR GOAL TODAY...

This is a preliminary report on our work to date.  We want to:

-Show that metrics matter.

-Give examples of ways that assumptions lead to metrics.

-Choose explicit metrics first and use them to evaluate ‘something like’ a GOAT 
argument; maybe a ‘best teammate”.

Note:  The ideas here can be applied in teaching many applications besides sports.  
Consistent with ideas in social choice, finance, economics and other fields.  Can adjust 
the technical level to be anything from a first year seminar to a capstone project! 



METRICS MATTER - Who’s IN first?
How can we tell who the GOAT if we can’t even decide GORN (Greatest of Right 
Now)!

Consider June 4, 2018.  Boston Red Sox were 41-19, winning percentage .683.  
New York Yankees were 37-17, winning percentage .685.

ESPN correctly reports Red Sox in first (HURRAH!) as one “game ahead.”

GOOGLE reports Yankees in first (BOOOO!) as have higher winning percentage.



Or … Cross country example

Order of finish:

A - B - B - A - A - C - C - B - C - C - C - C - C - B - A - B - A - A - B - B

“Invitational” Scoring:   A wins!!

A: 1+4+5+15+17 = 42; C: 6+7+9+10+11 = 43, B: 2+3+8+14+16 = 43.    (C 
gets second since their sixth runner beat B’s sixth runner.)

“Dual Meet” Scoring:  Three different races:

B beats A 27-28; A beats C 29-30; and C beats B 28-31!  Everybody 
goes 1-1!



WHICH COMES FIRST?  THE METRIC OR THE GOAT?

You don’t simply choose the GOAT … you choose a metric!  

Scientific method … Choose the metric and see who’s the GOAT;

OR
As a fan/writer with deadline for a column… Choose the GOAT, then find a 
metric!

We will pick some reasonable metrics and see what happens!



Let’s have a vote!
In the chat, tell us who you think is the best candidate for 
GOAT of GOATs:

BRADY … NFL

RUSSELL … NBA

RUTH … MLB

OTHER … Provide Name/Sport



Let’s follow up with some data

In the chat, we had votes for the best candidate for GOAT of 
GOATs:

BRADY … NFL                                RUSSELL … NBA

RUTH … MLB                                OTHER … Provide Name/Sport

AN ALTERNATE PLACE WE CHOSE TO START:  Who is the BOAT  

(Best Of All Teammates)?  Measured by team success relative to 

league size/quality/playoff format.  Preliminary research suggests 

Brady and Russell is the place to start looking.



The BOAT must … Get to the playoffs!

Under simplest assumptions, with goal of ‘make the playoffs’.  
Each team equally likely to qualify each year, years are 
independent, so a binomial model.

Brady:   18 times to playoff in 20 year career in 32 team 
league with 12 playoff qualifiers.  Appearances ~ binomial 
(20, 12/32).  

P(18 or more in 20 years) = 3.02 * 10-9 = .00000000302.



Brady vs. Russell playoff appearances
Brady:   18 times to playoff in 20 year career in 32 team league 
with 12 playoff qualifiers.  Appearances ~ binomial (20, 12/32).  

P(18 or more in 20 years) = 3.02 * 10-9 = .00000000302.

Russell: Thirteen for thirteen in making playoffs … but in small 
league where more than half of teams made playoffs!

P(13 for 13 in making playoffs) = 6.29 * 10-3 = .00629.

A point in Brady’s favor here!



But if we do titles instead of appearances:

Under simplest assumptions:  Each team equally likely to win each year, 
years are independent, so a binomial model:

Brady:  Seven titles in 20 years in 32 team league.  

X ~ binom(20, 1/32)  

P (X at least 7) = 1.49 * 10-6 = .00000149. 

Russell:  Eleven titles in 13 years in (approx.) 10 team league.  

X ~ binom(13, 1/10)

P(X at least 11) = 6.44 * 10-10 = .000000000644.

Russell looks better here … again, metrics matter!!



BUT Brady played GAMES; Russell SERIES
Horizontal axis:  P(stronger team wins any one game).

Vertical axis:  P(stronger team wins series of 1,3,5,7 games) under 
independence.



BUT Brady played GAMES; Russell SERIES
Interpretation:  Series help better teams avoid upsets.  Also Brady had to 
win 3-4 games while Russell usually played two series.  Does that make up 
the difference?  IT MIGHT!









The log 5 rule (due to Bill James)
Suppose team A wins games with probability p, and team B wins with probability q. 

A good estimate of P(A wins a game vs. B) is given by 

𝒑(𝟏−𝒒)

𝒑 𝟏−𝒒 + 𝟏−𝒑 𝒒
=   

𝒑 −𝒑𝒒

𝒑+𝒒 −𝟐𝒑𝒒

Example:  In a playoff round we might have p = .8 and q = .6

So P(A wins a game vs. B) = (.8 - .48) / (1.4 - .96) ≈ .727.

(See SJM’s paper at https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/399/handouts/Log5WonLoss_Paper.pdf )

https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/399/handouts/Log5WonLoss_Paper.pdf


A Log-5 Adjustment for series vs. games
Team A, P(win)=p, plays B with q=0.6. Maximum ratio is about 1.6. Two series. 



A Log-5 Adjustment for series vs. games
Team A, P(win)=p, plays B with q=0.6. Maximum ratio is about 1.9. Three series. 



So here’s an argument for Brady…

RUSSELL … 11 titles.

BUT NFL titles might be about 1.8 times more difficult 
because of the games/series issue!



So here’s an argument for Brady…

RUSSELL … 11 titles.

BUT NFL titles might be about 1.8 times more difficult because of the 
games/series issue!

So BRADY’s seven titles might be worth about:

7 ∗ 1.8 = 12.6 RUSSELL titles! 



-Some next steps … 

We have begun considering (and will recruit students to help us consider):

-More sophisticated metrics with playoff wins models (Poisson vs. binomial); 

-Championship round success (proponents of Michael “six for six” Jordan and Joe 
“four for four” Montana

-Similar argument for longevity vs. high peak.  Is four title in eight year career 
more or less impressive than four in 20?

-Influence by sport (Russell one of five, on floor 80% of time; Brady one of eleven, 
of field 40% of time … but Brady key in all of those plays while Russell might go 
some time without a touch.)

-We’ll think of more!



One more vote …

Based on our discussion, please use the chat to vote again for BOAT: 

BRADY            RUSSELL         RUTH        OTHER

Did we change any minds?

(We did change the question!)



Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 05: Markov Chains: https://youtu.be/Iah5_f4QoQc

Plan for the day.

• Review Linear Algebra.

• Study deterministic processes.

• Study random processes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_gWfsPfokY

https://youtu.be/Iah5_f4QoQc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_gWfsPfokY


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bm0HNoCQGD8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bm0HNoCQGD8


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_gWfsPfokY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_gWfsPfokY


Review Linear Algebra: Eigenvalues, Eigenvectors.



Solving the Fibonacci Problem:



Freedonia / Sylvania:





Transition Matrices:



Run Expectancy Matrices:

https://baseballwithr.wordpress.com/2020/12/21/summarizing-a-runs-expectancy-

matrix/#:~:text=A%20basic%20object%20in%20sabermetrics%20research%20is%20the,why%20it%20is%20so%2

0useful%20in%20baseball%20analyses. 

https://baseballwithr.wordpress.com/2020/12/21/summarizing-a-runs-expectancy-matrix/#:~:text=A basic object in sabermetrics research is the,why it is so useful in baseball analyses


http://www.tangotiger.net/re24.html

http://www.tangotiger.net/re24.html








Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 06: Markov Chains II:  https://youtu.be/46yCrsD1nBM

Plan for the day.

• Discuss misleading statistics

• Discuss the Freedonia / Sylvania Problem.

• Markov Model for Baseball.

• Discuss presentations.

https://youtu.be/46yCrsD1nBM


https://www.sportingnews.com/au/nba/news/nba-

championship-odds-2023-celtics-suns-favourites-trade-

deadline/nmeqbsckgszzd5gyb9uat3ms

https://www.sportingnews.com/au/nba/news/nba-championship-odds-2023-celtics-suns-favourites-trade-deadline/nmeqbsckgszzd5gyb9uat3ms














Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 07: 
Pythagorean Won-Loss Formula:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJyoyUV2JWQ

Plan for the day.
• Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJyoyUV2JWQ
• Slides: 

https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/341Fa21/talks/Pythag
WLTalk_WilliamsRecruit2018.pdf

Papers here:
• A derivation of James' Pythagorean projection, By The Numbers -- The Newsletter of the SABR Statistical Analysis Committee (16 (February 2006), no. 1, 

17--22). pdf (expanded version: pdf). Chance Magazine (20 (Winter 2007), no. 1, 40-48).

• First Order Approximations of the Pythagorean Won-Loss Formula for Predicting MLB Teams Winning Percentages (with Kevin Dayaratna), By The 

Numbers -- The Newsletter of the SABR Statistical Analysis Committee, pdf (expanded version with appendix proving main result with just one variable 

calculus: pdf); entire issue of By The Numbers here (22 (2012), no 1, 15--19). 

• The Pythagorean Won-Loss Formula and Hockey: A Statistical Justification for Using the Classic Baseball Formula as an Evaluative Tool in Hockey (with 

Kevin Dayaratna), The Hockey Research Journal: A Publication of the Society for International Hockey Research. ((2012/2013), pages 193--209) pdf

• Pythagoras at the Bat (with Taylor Corcoran, Jen Gossels, Victor Luo and Jaclyn Porfilio), book chapter in Social Networks and the Economics of Sports 

(edited by Panos M. Pardalos and Victor Zamaraev, Springer-Verlag, 2014, pages 89--114). Pdf

• Relieving and Readjusting Pythagoras (with Victor Luo), By The Numbers -- The Newsletter of the SABR Statistical Analysis Committee. (25 (2015), no. 1, 

5-14) pdf (older, expanded version: pdf)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJyoyUV2JWQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJyoyUV2JWQ
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/341Fa21/talks/PythagWLTalk_WilliamsRecruit2018.pdf
http://www.philbirnbaum.com/
http://www.philbirnbaum.com/btn2006-02.pdf
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/papers/PythagWonLoss_Paper.pdf
http://www.amstat.org/publications/chance/
http://www.philbirnbaum.com/
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/papers/DayaratnaMiller_LinPythag_FinalBTN.pdf
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/papers/DM_LinPythag_App.pdf
http://www.philbirnbaum.com/btn2012-05.pdf
http://www.sihrhockey.org/public_journals.cfm
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/papers/DayaratnaMiller_2012%20-%20SIHR%20Extended%20VersionArxivFebruary2013.pdf
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/papers/MillerEtAl_Pythagoras.pdf
http://www.philbirnbaum.com/
http://www.philbirnbaum.com/btn2015-05.pdf
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/papers/LinCombWeibull21.pdf


Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 08: Modeling Baseball Games: https://youtu.be/pPzUc28zz6E

Plan for the day.

• Markov Model for Baseball.

• Discuss presentations.

https://youtu.be/pPzUc28zz6E














Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 09: Modeling Baseball Games: https://youtu.be/FwaqGavXMDI

Plan for the day.

• Markov Model for Baseball.

• Relative value of different hits.

https://youtu.be/FwaqGavXMDI


Calculations from Alex Cardonick and Jacob Eckerle

Game State

See also: Twinkie Town Analytics Fundamentals: Using Linear Weights to Accurately Measure Run Production
Part 4: Run Value Stats: wRC, wRAA, Batting Runs, and wRC+
https://www.twinkietown.com/2020/6/15/21283205/twinkie-town-analytics-fundamentals-come-learn-baseball-with-
john-linear-weights-run-value-stats

https://www.twinkietown.com/2020/6/15/21283205/twinkie-town-analytics-fundamentals-come-learn-baseball-with-john-linear-weights-run-value-stats








Question: If two players have the same 
• batting average,
• on-base percentage, and
• slugging percentage,
are they equally valuable?







Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 10: https://youtu.be/deWwJzqK1EQ

Plan for the day.

• Consequences of Position Evaluation.
(1) Going on fourth down in football.
(2) Doubling in backgammon.

• Constraint Optimization.

https://youtu.be/deWwJzqK1EQ


https://www.theifod.com/math-says-go-for-it-on-fourth-down/

https://www.theifod.com/math-says-go-for-it-on-fourth-down/




https://www.backgammon-rules.com/backgammon-rules/

https://youtu.be/tBz2GIxfYXA

Backgammon: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backgammon

https://www.backgammon-rules.com/backgammon-rules/
https://youtu.be/tBz2GIxfYXA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backgammon


From Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backgammon

The most recent major development in backgammon was the addition of the doubling cube.

Doubles had originally been recorded by placing "common parlour matches" on the bar in the

centre of the board.[29] A doubling cube was first introduced in the 1920s in New York City among

members of gaming clubs in the Lower East Side.[30] The cube required players not only to select

the best move in a given position, but also to estimate the probability of winning from that

position, transforming backgammon into the expected value-driven game played in the 20th and

21st centuries.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backgammon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backgammon#cite_note-31
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lower_East_Side
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backgammon#cite_note-robertie-501-32
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expected_value
















Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 11: Backgammon: Doubling I: https://youtu.be/1-whvEQxaO4

Plan for the day.

• Backgammon: When to double, when to accept?

https://image.winudf.com/v2/image/Y29tLmZlbmcuYmFja2dhbW1vbl9zY3JlZW5fM18xNTMxMzMyMDAzXzAzOQ/screen-3.jpg?fakeurl=1&type=.jpg

https://d3d71ba2asa5oz.cloudfront.net/12015220/images/08807_kop.jpg

https://youtu.be/1-whvEQxaO4
https://image.winudf.com/v2/image/Y29tLmZlbmcuYmFja2dhbW1vbl9zY3JlZW5fM18xNTMxMzMyMDAzXzAzOQ/screen-3.jpg?fakeurl=1&type=.jpg
https://d3d71ba2asa5oz.cloudfront.net/12015220/images/08807_kop.jpg












Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 11: Marriage/Secretary Problem: https://youtu.be/f0NwSmtuRlc

Plan for the day.

• State the Marriage/Secretary Problem.

• Discuss Strategies.

• Analyze and find the Optimal.

• Extract lessons for Backgammon Doubling.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dafvzF66vzY

https://youtu.be/f0NwSmtuRlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dafvzF66vzY


https://clipartix.com/stick-figure-clip-art/

https://clipartix.com/stick-figure-clip-art/


















Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 13: Coding  

Plan for the day.

• Discuss coding problems.

• Interplay of theory and experiment.

• Try to get a feel for the answer….





Trump Splits II: The Bad 5-0 Split
In a hand of bridge, each of the four players is dealt 13 cards. It does not matter
what order you get the cards, only which cards you get.

What if you and your partner have 8 trump; what are the odds the remaining 5
are all in the same hand?

One solution: There are 2C1 ∗ 5𝐶5 ∗ 21𝐶8 ∗ 13𝐶13 = 406,980.

Thus probability is 406,980 / 104,006,000 = 9/230 or about .039 (or 3.9%).

Could we say the answer is 2 * (1/2)5 as there are two players who could get all
5, and each card has a 50-50 chance? Note this equals 1/16 or 6.25%. Why is this
wrong?
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The Darth Vader Problem
Only the Emperor is less forgiving than Darth Vader; one mistake and you are 
dead! No one seems to fail him twice….

If your probability of failing him on a task is p, how many tasks till you die?
178



The Darth Vader Problem
If your probability of failing him on a task is p, 

how many tasks till you die?

Could be unlucky and fail at the first task and die.

Could be very lucky and never fail and live a long, long time….

• What is the probability your first failure is on your first task?

• What is the probability your first failure is on your second task?

• What is the probability your first failure is on your third task?

• What is the probability your first failure is on your nth task?
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The Darth Vader Problem
If your probability of failing him on a task is p, 

how many tasks till you die?

Could be unlucky and fail at the first task and die.

Could be very lucky and never fail and live a long, long time….

• What is the probability your first failure is on your first task?                 p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your second task? (1-p)  p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your third task?     (1-p)2 p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your nth task?         (1-p)n-1 p
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The Darth Vader Problem
If your probability of failing him on a task is p, 

how many tasks till you die?

• What is the probability your first failure is on your first task?                 p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your second task? (1-p)  p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your third task?     (1-p)2 p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your nth task?       (1-p)n-1 p

The EXPECTED VALUE of a random variable is the sum of the product of each value it 
takes on times the probability it takes on that value.

Here it is : 1 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑡 1 + 2 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑡 2 + ∙∙∙
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The Darth Vader Problem
If your probability of failing him on a task is p, 

how many tasks till you die?

• What is the probability your first failure is on your first task?                 p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your second task? (1-p)  p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your third task?     (1-p)2 p

• What is the probability your first failure is on your nth task?        (1-p)n-1 p

The EXPECTED VALUE of a random variable is the sum of the product of each value it 
takes on times the probability it takes on that value.

Here it is : 1 ∗ 𝑝 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 𝑝 + ∙∙∙ +𝑛 ∗ (1-p)n-1 𝑝 +∙∙∙
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The Darth Vader Problem: LOWER BOUND
If your probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

The EXPECTED VALUE of a random variable is the sum of the product

of each value it takes on times the probability it takes on that value.

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Note 𝑝(1 + 1 − 𝑝 + 1 − 𝑝 2 + 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) ≤ 𝑆 𝑝

Using the Geometric Series formula with r = 1-p we get  𝑝
1

1−(1−𝑝)
≤ 𝑆 𝑝

Gives the useless lower bound of S(p) is at least 1. 
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The Darth Vader Problem: UPPER BOUND
If your probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

The EXPECTED VALUE of a random variable is the sum of the product

of each value it takes on times the probability it takes on that value.

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Note 𝑝(1 + 2 1 − 𝑝 + 22 1 − 𝑝 2 + 23 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) ≥ 𝑆 𝑝
If (1-p) < ??? then we can use the geometric series with ratio r = ???.
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The Darth Vader Problem: UPPER BOUND
If your probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

The EXPECTED VALUE of a random variable is the sum of the product

of each value it takes on times the probability it takes on that value.

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Note 𝑝(1 + 2 1 − 𝑝 + 22 1 − 𝑝 2 + 23 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) ≥ 𝑆 𝑝

If (1-p) < ½ then 2(1-p) < 1 so can use the Geometric Series formula and get 𝑝
1

1−2(1−𝑝)
≥

𝑆 𝑝

For example, if p = ¾ gives an upper bound of 3/2 or 1.5.
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The Darth Vader Problem
If your probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

The EXPECTED VALUE of a random variable is the sum of the product

of each value it takes on times the probability it takes on that value.

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Bounds: 𝐼𝑓 1 − 𝑝 <
1

2
𝑠𝑜 𝑝 >

1

2

Then 1 ≤ 𝑆 𝑝 ≤
𝑝

1 −2 1−𝑝
.
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The Darth Vader Problem
If your probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

The EXPECTED VALUE of a random variable is the sum of the product

of each value it takes on times the probability it takes on that value.

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Using Calculus one can show S(p) = 1/p; is this formula reasonable?

Look at extreme cases: what happens as p goes to 0 or 1?
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The Darth Vader Problem
If your probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

The EXPECTED VALUE of a random variable is the sum of the product

of each value it takes on times the probability it takes on that value.

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Using Calculus one can show S(p) = 1/p; is this formula reasonable?

Look at extreme cases: what happens as p goes to 0 or infinity?

• As p goes to 1 you are a complete failure, and only do one tasks.

• As p goes to 0 you never fail, and tasks goes to infinity! 
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The Darth Vader Problem
Probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Let q = 1-p. Note this is p(1 + 2q + 3q2 + 4q3 + ∙∙∙).

We can rewrite: It is

p(1 + q + q2 + q3 + ∙∙∙) + p(q + q2 + q3 + ∙∙∙) + p (q2 + q3 + q4 + ∙∙∙) + ∙∙∙
Each is a geometric series with ratios ???
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The Darth Vader Problem
Probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Let q = 1-p. Note this is p(1 + 2q + 3q2 + 4q3 + ∙∙∙).

We can rewrite: It is

p(1 + q + q2 + q3 + ∙∙∙) + p(q + q2 + q3 + ∙∙∙) + p (q2 + q3 + q4 + ∙∙∙) + ∙∙∙
Each is a geometric series with ratios q, q, q, … but different starting terms. 

S(p) = p (1 + q + q2 + ∙∙∙) + pq (1 + q + q2 + ∙∙∙)  + pq2 (1 + q + q2 + ∙∙∙) + ∙∙∙

S(p) = 𝑝 + 𝑝𝑞 + 𝑝𝑞2 + 𝑝𝑞3 +∙∙∙
1

1−𝑞
=
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The Darth Vader Problem
Probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙)

Let q = 1-p. Note this is p(1 + 2q + 3q2 + 4q3 + ∙∙∙).
We can rewrite: It is

p(1 + q + q2 + q3 + ∙∙∙) + p(q + q2 + q3 + ∙∙∙) + p (q2 + q3 + q4 + ∙∙∙) + ∙∙∙
Each is a geometric series with ratios q, q, q, … but different starting terms. 

S(p) = p (1 + q + q2 + ∙∙∙) + pq (1 + q + q2 + ∙∙∙)  + pq2 (1 + q + q2 + ∙∙∙) + ∙∙∙

S(p) = 𝑝 + 𝑝𝑞 + 𝑝𝑞2 + 𝑝𝑞3 +∙∙∙
1

1−𝑞
= 𝑝 1 + 𝑞 + 𝑞2 + 𝑞3 +∙∙∙

1

1−𝑞
= 𝑝

1

1−𝑞

1

1−𝑞

Thus S(p) = 1/p as claimed! And without calculus!
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Die Another Game

https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/talks/talks.html

https://youtu.be/tBz2GIxfYXA?t=2
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The Darth Vader Problem: Review
Probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

Answer: Expect 1/p.

Equivalently, if the probability of a success is p, the number of tasks or tries you 
need before the first success is 1/p.
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The Sixes Game
Probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

Answer: Expect 1/p.

Equivalently, if the probability of a success is p, the number of tasks or tries you 
need before the first success is 1/p.

We can use this to study a new game!

The sixes game: you roll a fair die until you get a 6. How many rolls do you 
expect before this happens?
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The Sixes Game
Probability of failing a task is p, how many tasks till you die?

Answer: Expect 1/p

Equivalently, if the probability of a success is p, the number of tasks or tries you 
need before the first success is 1/p.

We can use this to study a new game!

The sixes game: you roll a fair die until you get a 6. How many rolls do you 
expect before this happens?

Answer: As the probability of rolling a 6 is p = 1/6 (all six outcomes are equally 
likely) we expect it will take 6 rolls.
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die.

On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

The goal is to have both show a 6.

Thus once one of the die lands on a 6 you can stop rolling it.

Questions:

• How many rolls do you expect before you have double sixes?

• What is the probability you win on your first turn? On your second? On 
your nth?

Can we use the Darth Vader Theorem here? Why or why not?
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die.

On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

The goal is to have both show a 6.

Thus once one of the die lands on a 6 you can stop rolling it.

Questions:

• How many rolls do you expect before you have double sixes?

• What is the probability you win on your first turn? On your second? On your 
nth?

Can we use the Darth Vader Theorem here? Why or why not?

Hard to use: the difficulty is that our probability of a success is NOT constant; it 
depends on whether or not we rolled a 6 earlier…. Need a new method.
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die.

On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

The goal is to have both show a 6.

Thus once one of the die lands on a 6 you can stop rolling it.

We will first find the probability of winning after a given number of rolls.

It is easy to find the probability of winning on the first roll: It is 1/36.

What is the probability you win on the second roll? It is

10/36 * 1/6 + 25/36 * 1/36. But why???
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die. On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

The goal is to have both show a 6. Thus once one of the die lands on a 6 you can 
stop rolling it.
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Great Probability Results

We can continue the analysis, but there are more and more branches as we go 
down.

We introduce a WONDERFUL idea in probability:

The Law of Complementary Events: If the probability something happens is 
p, then the probability it does not happen is 1-p.
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Great Probability Results
We introduce another WONDERFUL idea in probability:

The Law of Double Counting: The probability A or B happens is the sum of 
the probability each happens minus the probability they both happen:
Prob(A or B) = Prob(A) + Prob(B) – Prob(A and B).
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die. On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

Want both to show a 6. Once one of the die lands on a 6 you can stop rolling it.

What is the probability we win by the nth turn?

It is 1 minus the probability we have NOT won. 

What is the probability we haven’t won? It is (5/6)n + (5/6)n – (25/36)n.

Where did this come from? It is the probability the first die is never a 6 PLUS
the probability the second is never a six, MINUS the probability neither die is 
ever a 6 (we must subtract as we we DOUBLE COUNTED that that probability).

The Law of Complementary Events: If the probability something happens is 
p, then the probability it does not happen is 1-p.

The Law of Double Counting: The probability A or B happens is the sum of 
the probability each happens minus the probability they both happen:
Prob(A or B) = Prob(A) + Prob(B) – Prob(A and B).
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die. On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

The goal is to have both show a 6. Thus once one of the die lands on a 6 you can 
stop rolling it.

What is the probability we win BY the nth turn? 1 – 2*(5/6)n + (25/36)n.

It is 1 minus the probability we have NOT won. 

What is the probability we haven’t won? It is (5/6)n + (5/6)n – (25/36)n.

So…, what is the probability we win ON the nth turn?

The Law of Complementary Events: If the probability something happens is 
p, then the probability it does not happen is 1-p.
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die. On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

The goal is to have both show a 6. Thus once one of the die lands on a 6 you can 
stop rolling it.

What is the probability we win BY the nth turn? 1 – 2*(5/6)n + (25/36)n.

It is 1 minus the probability we have NOT won. 

What is the probability we haven’t won? It is (5/6)n + (5/6)n – (25/36)n.

So…, what is the probability we win ON the nth turn?

It is the probability we win BY the nth turn MINUS the probability we win BY the 
(n-1)st turn! (1 – 2*(5/6)n + (25/36)n) – (1 – 2*(5/6)n-1 + (25/36)n-1)

The Law of Complementary Events: If the probability something happens is 
p, then the probability it does not happen is 1-p.
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die. On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

The goal is to have both show a 6. Thus once one of the die lands on a 6 you can 
stop rolling it.

What is the probability we win BY the nth turn? 1 – 2*(5/6)n + (25/36)n.

It is 1 minus the probability we have NOT won. 

What is the probability we haven’t won? It is (5/6)n + (5/6)n – (25/36)n.

So…, what is the probability we win ON the nth turn?

It is the probability we win BY the nth turn MINUS the probability we win BY the 
(n-1)st turn! (2/6)(5/6)n-1 – (11/36)(25/36)n-1.

The Law of Complementary Events: If the probability something happens is 
p, then the probability it does not happen is 1-p.
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The Double Sixes Game
You have two fair die. On each turn you can roll one or both of the die.

The goal is to have both show a 6. Thus once one of the die lands on a 6 you can 
stop rolling it.

Probability win on nth turn: (2/6)(5/6)n-1 – (11/36)(25/36)n-1.

100 trials                                 10,000 trials                      100,000 trials
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The Double Sixes Game: Code
Mathematica code to simulate
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value
Need the FULL strength of the Darth Vader Theorem (friendly version).

The Darth Vader Theorem: If the probability of a success is p, then the 
expected number of trials until a success is 1/p. Furthermore:
𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) = 1/p.
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value
Need the FULL strength of the Darth Vader Theorem (friendly version).

To computed the expected number of rolls until the Double Sixes game ends we need to compute the 
sum of n * Prob(takes exactly n rolls), n from 1 to infinity.

As Prob(takes exactly n rolls) = (2/6)(5/6)n-1 – (11/36)(25/36)n-1.

Notation: σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3 + ∙∙∙ (using a Greek Sigma for Sum)

We have σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑛 (2/6)(5/6)n−1 − (11/36)(25/36)n−1 .

First term: 
2

6
1 + 2

5

6
+ 3

5

6

2
+ 4

5

6

3
+∙∙∙

The Darth Vader Theorem: If the probability of a success is p, then the 
expected number of trials until a success is 1/p. Furthermore:
𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) = 1/p.
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value
Need the FULL strength of the Darth Vader Theorem (friendly version).

Notation: σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3 + ∙∙∙∙ (using a Greek Sigma for Sum)

We have σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑛 (2/6)(5/6)n−1 − (11/36)(25/36)n−1 .

Equals 
2

6
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(5/6)n−1 -
11

36
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(25/36)n−1.

Each looks a lot like the Darth Vader Theorem – need to adjust a bit. What should p be for 
the first? For the second?

The Darth Vader Theorem: If the probability of a success is p, then the 
expected number of trials until a success is 1/p. Furthermore:
𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) = 1/p.
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value
Need the FULL strength of the Darth Vader Theorem (friendly version).

Notation: σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3 + ∙∙∙∙ (using a Greek Sigma for Sum)

We have σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑛 (2/6)(5/6)n−1 − (11/36)(25/36)n−1 .

Equals 
2

6
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(5/6)n−1 -
11

36
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(25/36)n−1.

Each looks a lot like the Darth Vader Theorem – need to adjust a bit. What should be for the first? 
p = 1/6 (want 1-p = 5/6)

For the second? p = 11/36 (want 1-p = 25/36)

The Darth Vader Theorem: If the probability of a success is p, then the 
expected number of trials until a success is 1/p. Furthermore:
𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) = 1/p.
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value
Need the FULL strength of the Darth Vader Theorem (friendly version).

Notation: σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3 + ∙∙∙∙ (using a Greek Sigma for Sum)

We have σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑛 (2/6)(5/6)n−1 − (11/36)(25/36)n−1 .

Equals 
2

6
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(5/6)n−1 -
11

36
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(25/36)n−1.

Equals 2 *
1

6
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(1 − 1/6)n−1 -
11

36
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(1 − 11/36)n−1.

What is the first term? What is second?

The Darth Vader Theorem: If the probability of a success is p, then the 
expected number of trials until a success is 1/p. Furthermore:
𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) = 1/p.
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value
Need the FULL strength of the Darth Vader Theorem (friendly version).

Notation: σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3 + ∙∙∙∙ (using a Greek Sigma for Sum)

We have σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑛 (2/6)(5/6)n−1 − (11/36)(25/36)n−1 .

Equals 
2

6
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(5/6)n−1 -
11

36
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(25/36)n−1.

Equals 2 *
1

6
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(1 − 1/6)n−1 -
11

36
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(1 − 11/36)n−1.

What is the first term? 2 ∗
1

Τ1 6
What is second? 

1

Τ11 36
. Answer is …. 

The Darth Vader Theorem: If the probability of a success is p, then the 
expected number of trials until a success is 1/p. Furthermore:
𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) = 1/p.
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value
Need the FULL strength of the Darth Vader Theorem (friendly version).

Notation: σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3 + ∙∙∙∙ (using a Greek Sigma for Sum)

We have σ𝑛=1
∞ 𝑛 (2/6)(5/6)n−1 − (11/36)(25/36)n−1 .

Equals 2 *
1

6
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(1 − 1/6)n−1 -
25

11

11

36
σ𝑛=1

∞ 𝑛(1 − 11/36)n−1.

What is the first term? 2 ∗
1

Τ1 6
What is second? 

1

Τ11 36
.

Answer is 2 ∗ 6 −
36

11
= 

96

11
(or about 8.7 rolls until you get both sixes).

The Darth Vader Theorem: If the probability of a success is p, then the 
expected number of trials until a success is 1/p. Furthermore:
𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) = 1/p.
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value

Answer is 2 ∗ 6 −
36

11
= 

96

11
(or about 8.7 rolls until you get both sixes).

Is this answer reasonable? Are you surprised by it? What tests can you do to see 
if it makes sense? What lower or upper bounds can you find?
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The Double Sixes Game: Expected Value

Answer is 2 ∗ 6 −
36

11
= 

96

11
(or about 8.7 rolls until you get both sixes).

Is this answer reasonable? Are you surprised by it? What tests can you do to see if 
it makes sense?

In the six game (roll one die, stop when you get a 6) we saw the expected number 
of rolls is 6; as we now need TWO 6s, reasonable that it takes LONGER, and 6 is a 
LOWER BOUND.

If we played the six game twice (roll the first die until we get a 6, then start rolling 
the second die till we get a 6) expect to need 12 rolls. Thus 12 should be an UPPER 
BOUND. (Actually, can improve to 11 as an upper bound….)
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Review: Big Takeaways

The Darth Vader Theorem: If the probability of a success is p, then the 
expected number of trials until a success is 1/p. Furthermore:
𝑆 𝑝 = 𝑝(1 + 2 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 + 3 ∗ 1 − 𝑝 2 + 4 1 − 𝑝 3 + ∙∙∙) = 1/p.

217

The Law of Complementary Events: If the probability something happens is 
p, then the probability it does not happen is 1-p.

The Law of Double Counting: The probability A or B happens is the sum of 
the probability each happens minus the probability they both happen:
Prob(A or B) = Prob(A) + Prob(B) – Prob(A and B).

The Power of Algebra: Sometimes have to do a bit of algebraic 
manipulations to make what you have look like something you know.



https://youtu.be/00to2-PsHa0

https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrEsrnEzghkreADXwSjzbkF;_ylu=c2VjA2ZwLWF0dHJpYgRzbGsDcnVybA--/RV=2/RE=1678327620/RO=11/RU=http%3a%2f%2fwww.alanzucconi.com%2f2015%2f09%2f09%2funderstanding-the-gaussian-distribution%2f/RK=2/RS=3z8IH4vbOMbhm1FX_Q79ohTfDCk-

https://youtu.be/00to2-PsHa0












Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 16: Guest Speaker
Lecture 17: Finishing Backgammon Doubling:  https://youtu.be/UkTrEvBeIPo
Plan for the day.

• Backgammon Doubling: Theory and Coding

https://tse3.mm.bing.net/th?id=OIP.1OEv_w_SVogPsuRAaCfZDQHaEc&pid=Api&P=0

https://youtu.be/UkTrEvBeIPo
https://tse3.mm.bing.net/th?id=OIP.1OEv_w_SVogPsuRAaCfZDQHaEc&pid=Api&P=0






























Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 18: Backgammon Discussion, Upsets: https://youtu.be/clcZFy3SNBE

Plan for the day.
• Backgammon Doubling: Theory and Coding
• Upsets

https://youtu.be/clcZFy3SNBE








Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 19: New Shift in Baseball: https://youtu.be/gq_rUfYiSsI

Plan for the day.
• Two outfield shift…
https://thecomeback.com/mlb/absurd-outfield-shift-joey-gallo.html

https://youtu.be/gq_rUfYiSsI
https://thecomeback.com/mlb/absurd-outfield-shift-joey-gallo.html






Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 29: Monte Carlo Integration: https://youtu.be/XmOjxxxv15A

Plan for the day.
• Integral of Error Function: The Search for Closure
• Monte Carlo Integration
• How to Extend Monte Carlo: Pure Math to the Rescue 

RECENT LECTURES:
•Class 28: Presentation on Home Field Advantage: https://youtu.be/ruM7yrJS-gk
•Class 27: Visit: Analytics in Baseball
•Class 26: Visit: History of Baseball (especially in the Berkshires)
•Class 25: 4/17: German Tank Problem: Slides, Video: https://youtu.be/RjAX_nzOA10 (papers: not starting at 1, and  

also higher dimensions)
•Class 24: 4/14: Presentation on Chess Rankings: https://youtu.be/V5AnFgx0rz4
•Class 23: 4/12: Presentation on Basketball Steals: https://youtu.be/m2fMUc0nVpM
•Class 22: 4/10: Presentation on Hockey Statistics: https://youtu.be/2SZ5GNTrJF8
•Class 21: 4/7: Presentation on the Great Shootout: https://youtu.be/p6IOULH9w2s
•Class 20: 4/5: Presentation by Dick Quinn

https://youtu.be/XmOjxxxv15A
https://youtu.be/ruM7yrJS-gk
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/talks/GermanTankProblem_Talk_Hampshire2019.pdf
https://youtu.be/RjAX_nzOA10
https://web.williams.edu/Mathematics/sjmiller/public_html/math/papers/GTPv10.pdf
https://journals.calstate.edu/pump/article/view/3547/3167
https://youtu.be/V5AnFgx0rz4
https://youtu.be/m2fMUc0nVpM
https://youtu.be/2SZ5GNTrJF8
https://youtu.be/p6IOULH9w2s
















Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 30: Numerical Techniques: Grid Search vs Greedy Algorithm: 
https://youtu.be/afBzGwwKtLM

Plan for the day.
• How to model optimizing outfielder locations
• Finding candidates for extrema

Papers:
• Do dogs know calculus? 

https://www.csun.edu/~dgray/BE528/Pennigs2003Dogs_Calculus.pdf

• Do dogs know bifurcations? 
https://www.maa.org/sites/default/files/pdf/upload_library/22/Polya/minton356.pdf

https://youtu.be/afBzGwwKtLM
https://www.csun.edu/~dgray/BE528/Pennigs2003Dogs_Calculus.pdf
https://www.maa.org/sites/default/files/pdf/upload_library/22/Polya/minton356.pdf


https://img.mlbstatic.com/mlb-

images/image/private/ar_16:9,g_auto,q_auto:good,w_1536,c_fill,f_jpg/mlb/ruc791mtwe3pav0nczun

https://img.mlbstatic.com/mlb-images/image/private/ar_16:9,g_auto,q_auto:good,w_1536,c_fill,f_jpg/mlb/ruc791mtwe3pav0nczun


https://theathletic.com/4336237/2023/03/23/mlb-two-man-outfield-shift/

https://theathletic.com/4336237/2023/03/23/mlb-two-man-outfield-shift/














Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 31: No lecture, discussing projects
Lecture 32: Evaluating Teaching Metrics

Plan for the day.

• Examine old SCS metrics
• Examine new SCS metrics
• Discuss what these metrics measure, versus what they should measure…



https://www.williams.edu/institutional-research/files/2018/07/guide_to_interpreting_scs_reports.pdf

https://www.williams.edu/institutional-research/files/2018/07/guide_to_interpreting_scs_reports.pdf








https://www.williams.edu/institutional-
research/files/2020/10/Williams_College_Student_Course_Survey_Form_Effective_Fall_2020.pdf

https://www.williams.edu/institutional-research/files/2020/10/Williams_College_Student_Course_Survey_Form_Effective_Fall_2020.pdf




https://www.litcharts.com/lit/starship-troopers/characters/mr-dubois

https://www.litcharts.com/lit/starship-troopers/characters/mr-dubois


Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 32: Egg Drop Mathematics: It *IS* all it’s cracked up to be:

Plan for the day.

• Analyze the Egg Drop Problem
• Discuss Optimization Lessons



Egg Drop Mathematics: It *IS* all it's cracked up to be.

You have a building with N floors and you have
2 golden eggs. These are very special eggs.
There is some floor n such that if you drop
either egg from below n there is no damage;
you can drop as many times as you wish.
HOWEVER, if you drop even once from floor n
or higher they immediately break. Find in as few
drops as you can what n is; in other words, in as
few drops as you can, what is the lowest floor
where if you drop from there it breaks? Note it
doesn't matter if you have any of the golden
eggs at the end - we just want to know n.

http://techieme.in/wp-
content/uploads/buildingeggs.png

https://cdn-media-
1.freecodecamp.org/images/0*Uq3d3wn7B8yOPGI
K.jpg

http://techieme.in/wp-content/uploads/buildingeggs.png
https://cdn-media-1.freecodecamp.org/images/0*Uq3d3wn7B8yOPGIK.jpg


















Math 344: Mathematics of Sports: Spring 2023: 
Lecture 34: Golf Statistics: https://youtu.be/MRlcDVvVwOI
Lecture 35: NBA Analytics: http://youtu.be/osTQa4Utd_g

Plan for the day.

• Watch video

https://youtu.be/MRlcDVvVwOI
http://youtu.be/osTQa4Utd_g



